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GATHERING OF 100,000 PERSONS AT TROCADERO TO SUPPORT FILLON LAST
SUNDAY
HE REMAINS CANDIDATE OF THE PRESIDENTIAL

Paris, Washington DC, 07.03.2017, 23:01 Time

USPA NEWS - For several weeks and the scandal of "Penelope Gate" broke out, the presidential campaign in France became a
nightmare for Francois Fillon, prevented from being able to debate around his progamm because of the oppositions between those
who want him to stay and those who want him to abandon his role.

SUCCESSIVE AND NUMEROUS DEPARTURES LEAVING THE VESSEL AND HIS CAPTAIN FILLON OF THE CAMPAIGN TEAM
In the election campaign of François Fillon, there are those who leave and those who remain. On the side of those who chose not to
support the candidacy of the former prime minister, Bruno Le Maire, Thierry Solère and Patrick Stefanini, his former campaign
director, decided to put an end to their collaboration. Among those who wish to continue to represent François Fillon on the field, the
faithful Bruno Retailleau and Ã‰ric Ciotti remain at the head of his campaign.

For several weeks and the scandal of "Penelope Gate" broke out, the presidential campaign in France became a nightmare for
Francois Fillon, prevented from being able to debate around his progamm because of the oppositions between those who want him to
stay And those (elected by his own party) who want him to give up his role as a presidential candidate for the Republican party.
Francois Fillon launched an ultimate call "to the people" to the 4 million those who voted for him at the primary, to come to support him
at the Trocadero on Sunday. They were more than 100,000 with their flags, according to organisers who announced the presence of
300,000 people while the Place du Trocadero in Paris, has a capacity of only 50,000.

More than ever in the turmoil after his announced indictment and the dropping of several hundred elected LR, Francois Fillon had
organised a rally this Sunday, March 5. Its supporters wanted to make a coup de force, like Bruno Retailleau,

SUCCESSIVE AND NUMEROUS DEPARTURES LEAVING THE VESSEL AND HIS CAPTAIN FILLON OF THE CAMPAIGN TEAM
In the election campaign of François Fillon, there are those who leave and those who remain. On the side of those who chose not to
support the candidacy of the former prime minister, Bruno Le Maire, Thierry Solere and Patrick Stefanini, his former campaign
director, decided to put an end to their collaboration. Among those who wish to continue to represent François Fillon on the field, the
faithful Bruno Retailleau and Eric Ciotti remain at the head of his campaign. Damien Abad, one of his spokesperson remain faithful
(MP Republicans). After the announcement (on the 2nd of March) of the continuation of his candidacy, despite his convocation by the
judges and his probable indictment, the right candidate sees some of his supporters withdraw, about thirty. In all, this makes 80
celebrities withdrawing from the support to the campaign of Francois Fillon, according to the newspaper "Le
Monde".------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For instance, Eric Ciotti “�believes, more than ever", said on RTL radio, about the candidacy of François Fillon. "What happened
yesterday marks a turning point, because what happened yesterday is the support of the right-wing people, right-wing voters who have
mobilized quite spontaneously around and behind Francois Fillon." He also believes that those who left "will return very quickly to
François Fillon". His former spokesman, Thierry Solere, calls for an appointment between François Fillon, Alain Juppé and Nicolas
Sarkozy.Juts for the record, Thierry Solere, spokesperson of Francois Fillon ha resigned two days ago before the Trocadero, meeting.
After the huge gathering, He changed his mind. So does the case of many other MP, form the same Republican party, who know
consider that Francois Filon is the most suitable

“I WILL NEVER GIVE UP AND NOONE CAN STOP ME FROM BEING THE CANDIDATE OF THE REPUBLICANS“� FULLON
DECLARED
In his speech, François Fillon attacked his opponents with the presidential but without naming them. In addition to "extremists from all
walks of life", the candidate LR attacked Emmanuel Macron (Liberal Social candidate for the presidency, and former Minister of
Economy) by designating his movement with a new expression: the "social-centrists". He stated : “The french commentators are
turning into a circle round the same negative observations, the same renunciations, the same pessimism priced, fascinated by



criticism and the need to destroy, to sully. No socialist-centrists, no, ladies and gentlemen, extremists of all stripes and all obediences,
there is no fatality.“�------------------------------------------------------------
Despite the defections in mass this week, François Fillon remains determined to win this presidential election. He invited his former
supporters to do their "examination of conscience": Francois Fillon also added that he reckon he made a “mistake“� and regret it“� he
even apologised to his electors. He seems to have made a clear analysis of his so "uncanny personal situation" that had impacted the
audience, since the Penelope gate and since he has been dismissed and abdicated by his most faithful politic supporters. So Francois
Fillon, played the JOKER card, calling the people (4 million voters had vote for Francois Fillon during the primary of the republicans) to
express themselves, versus the political bureau of the party of the Repubicans. See also article : FRANCOIS FILLON WINS THE
RIGHT PRIMARY AND SEEKS THE 2017 FRENCH PRESIDENCY WITH 66.5% OF VOTE AGAINST ALAIN JUPPE - See more at:
http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-10207/francois-fillon-wins-the-right-primary-and-seeks-the-2017-french-
presidency.html#sthash.Abdg4tYZ.dpuf .................
IT IS A RISKY BET BUT NECESSARY AT YTHIS STAGE OF ETH NIGHTMARE FOR FILLON----------------------------It is a bet, but
necessary at this stage of the nightmare that lived the Fillon camdidate and of the adverse consequences that undergone the general
campaign with the adverse candidates. It is clear that since the Penelope Gate exploded, the French media mainly insisted on this
case prevented to allow the debate to breathe and therefore to exist between ideas of opponents. It is not the very principle of the
democratic presidential campaign that animates the debates, through the prism of the media but also among the militants in their daily
lives. The case is to be followed like a soap opera of which we discover the new elements on each side of the presidential campaign
2017 ...
FILLON ADDRESSED FINALLY HIS EXCUSES FOR HIS MISTAKE TO HIS ELECTORS-------------------------------------- “My
examination of conscience, I have done it, and believe it. I do not wish anyone to have to do so under such circumstances. To the
politicians of my camp I will say this now: it is up to you now to make yours. Will you let the passions of the moment prevail over
national necessities? Will you let the interests of factions and careers and ulterior motives of all kinds outweigh the greatness and
coherence of a project adopted by more than four million voters? Will you allow yourself to be dictated by the foam of things that
decisive choice that a part of our people has put in your hands, the deep desire for a renewal, a national pride finally
regained?----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Francois Fillon, is summoned to meet the judge of the (National Procurement of Finance), 15 March. This is the date that precedes
March 17, date of official presentation of the sponsorships of the presidential candidates.---------------------------------
He also announced confidently, that he holds "more than 1100 sponsorships of elected officials", that is to say double of the 500
necessary to the candidature of the presidency in France. See article also FILLON REPUBLICANS CANDIDATE SAYS HIMSELF
VICTIM OF INSTITUTIONAL COUP DETAT HIS WIFE IS SUSPECTED OF FAKE JOB - See more at: http://www.newsrama.uspa24
.com/bericht-10618/-fillon-republicans-candidate-says-himself-victim-of-institutional-coup-detat.html#sthash.Ct5jzUw2.dpuf
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